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This is a vocal pack from Canada's own Cory Friesenhan. This vocal sample pack contains more than enough of the guy's voice to make productions sound amazing, no more hectic. Check out some of his most recent work. Music is full of amazing ideas and all of the best are found in other people's minds. There is just not enough time to try them all out.
Well that is what Cory Friesenhan is like. He is full of musical ideas and he presents them with precise and clever musicianship. Some of his notable tracks and productions to date have been in the categories of Dubstep, Chillstep, Bass, House, Drum and Bass, and more. In his own words "I am a singer/songwriter with my roots planted in the wide ocean of
musical styles. My goal is to push the limits of my abilities to provide musical snippets that are live and dusty like a small treasure chest that will inspire you to look into this treasure and find new music treasures for yourself. I wish to take the music of some of my favorite musicians and interpret them in a way that is new and fresh like it's debut album. If

you dig it and feel inspired or like you're listening to music that is new to you then keep on listening! I have a feeling that you will be amazed!" His credits include Short Peaks Records (under the name 12STRWNG11), Incite Music, The Home Recordings Company (Bridle Recordings), and so much more. He also has a strong YouTube presence, having
produced such videos as "20 Seconds of Liberty" featuring his voice, "Don't Hit My Head (With a Guitar)" as a duet with an incredible vocalist, and "Generator vs. Robot".
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a large vocal pack from cory friesenhan which contains a large range of vocals from the key of e to g#. this is an excellent vocal sample pack for creating trance, house, chillstep, and other progressive genres. a large vocal sample pack from cory friesenhan which contains a large range of vocals from the key of e to g#. this is an excellent vocal sample
pack for creating trance, house, chillstep, and other progressive genres. a vocal sample pack from cory friesenhan which contains a large range of vocals from the key of e to g#. this is an excellent vocal sample pack for creating trance, house, chillstep, and other progressive genres. all of the vocal samples were recorded at the same time and place using
a shure sm7 microphone. the majority of the vocals are in a range of 5 octaves from e2 to f6. there are a few vocal samples that are single notes up to f#6. most of the recordings were recorded on 2 track cassette tape, with a few being recorded on 1 track 8 track. the samples were pre-mixed and then re-mixed for the final files. there are a few of the pre-

mixes that are raw and untouched. most of the samples are.wav files and the rest are.mp3 files. each sample has its own folder, and in some cases the folder contains mp3, wav, and flac files. there is one folder for the higher pitch versions of the samples and one folder for the lower pitch versions. these folders are split by octave. there are 2 versions of
each sample, a lower pitch and a higher pitch. the higher pitched versions of the samples are usually about 5 octaves lower. the lower pitched versions of the samples are usually about 5 octaves higher. most of the samples were recorded in a dark, quiet room, and in most cases the samples are mono files. in some cases they are stereo files. there are

about 3-4 vocal recordings per folder, in some cases there are more than that. all of the files are tagged with their wave lengths, the files with 1/4 wave lengths are saved as stereo files. the vocal samples were recorded at different times and in a variety of different environments. 5ec8ef588b
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